Do Users Anticipate Emotion Dynamics in Facial
Expressions of a Virtual Character?
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Abstract
Although expressive and social virtual
agents are spreading around, little is known
about user’s cognitive processing of the
dynamic aspects of facial expressions while
watching agents’ emotional reactions. The
present psychophysical study evaluates how
users anticipate emotional dynamics in facial
expressions of a virtual character. Users
memorized the emotional intensity expressed
by the virtual face that reappeared statically
after a brief mask period, in order to decide if
this test intensity was greater or lesser than the
actual expressed intensity. Results indicate that
subjects anticipate a return to a more neutral
expression after an intense expression.
However, the size of this emotional momentum
varies depending on emotion. These findings
may help to improve the design of dynamic
facial expression of emotions in virtual faces,
especially for camera cutting effects on scenes
with multiple social agents’ interactions.
Keywords: expressive social agents, automatic
camera cutting, facial expressions, emotional
momentum

1. Introduction
Expressive and social virtual agents are
nowadays used in several domains, e.g.
perceptive tests, video games, e-learning,
virtual presenters, and so on. These agents are
expressing emotions, reacting to events, and
speaking. When several agents are displayed,
camera goes from one agent to another.
Although automatic camera cutting (e.g.,
shot/reserve-shot pattern [1]) is an important
issue for conversational scenes [2], little is
known about user’s cognitive processing of the
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dynamic aspects of facial expressions while
watching agents’ emotional reactions (to
dialogue). Yet, the issue of affective
chronometry [3] must be addressed when
modeling emotional facial expressions on
virtual agents (e.g. [4] for setting the
parameters of the temporal subcomponents
such as latency, rise time, magnitude, duration,
and offset). In the present study, we provide
psychophysical data about the effect of
emotion type and expressed emotional
intensity on the perception and memory for
facial expressions, which may turn useful for
setting the temporal parameters of virtual
agents dynamics (e.g., to trigger camera cut).
Social neuroscience has well-established that
during communicative behavior our brain
obtains knowledge about other people’s
emotional states from covert imitation [5]. This
emotion mirroring is part of an emulation
process [6] that is crucial to understand and
anticipate the behavior of our conspecifics.
Representational momentum [7] reflects our
natural tendency to mentally extrapolate the
motion of a target stimulus into the future,
which causes to misremember an event as
having continued beyond the point at which it
ceases to be visible. Representational
momentum is a by-product of the emulation
process that assists our perceptual system in
real-time[8] in order to preserve the continuity
of an event despite dramatic visual changes
such as when cutting on motion [9] or during
event occlusion [10]. The evidence of an
emotional momentum for facial expression is
scarce and contradictory in the literature. One
study reported an emotional momentum
towards
perceiving
more
intensified
expressions than what actually appear [11],

whereas another indicated that observers
anticipate a return to a more neutral expression
[12], which is a backwards memory
displacement. Surprisingly, although emotion
(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise) was manipulated in the former study,
it did not affect the results.
Our study presents an experiment aiming at
evaluating this emotional. Contrary to previous
studies we used facial expression of emotion
from real-time animated virtual faces rather
than sequences of face photographs morphed
[11]. Animation of virtual faces was shown to
allow for identification of basic emotions
similarly to natural faces [13].

2. MARC’s facial animation
Our interactive facial animation platform,
MARC, relies on GPU technology to perform
fast realistic animation. It renders high quality
virtual face (20.000 polygons) using light
simulation techniques to enhance visual
realism. Facial expressions are performed at 60
frames per second using extended MPEG4
specifications, i.e. blending faces in 3D. Skin is
highly detailed and expressive wrinkles are
computed automatically [14]. Figure 1
provides an example of MARC’s face.

3. Experiment
3.1 Procedure
17 subjects participated in this experiment, 8
men and 9 women, between 20 and 53 years
old. They were instructed to memorize the
Emotional Intensity (EI) expressed by our
virtual face who reappeared as a static face
after a 250 ms (retention interval) mask period
(pixelated face), in order to decide if this Test
EI was located « after » (greater than) or
« before » (lesser than) the actual expressed EI.
A typical experimental trial is illustrated in
Figure 2 starting with a 2 sec warning signal
during which participants could press the space
bar to make a pause. Participants responded to
the Test EI using an AZERTY keyboard
("before" = A key; "after" = P key). They were
instructed to respond as quickly and accurately
as possible. Next trial started automatically
after response or if reaction time to the Test EI
onset exceeded 3 sec. The Test EI
corresponded to n-30%, n-15%, n, n+15%,
n+30% given that n was the Expressed EI to be
memorized (50%, 70%, or 90% depending on
trial).

Figure 2. Flow chart of a typical trial. 2s warning
signal. Smooth transition between a neutral
expression and a target expression. 250ms mask.
Then the test expression.
Figure 1. MARC expressing joy

MARC was already used in several
experimental setups [15]. In this study, the user
interface displayed during the experiment was
integrated within the animation module to
ensure maximum time precision. Indeed, some
pictures were displayed during a very short
period of 250ms. Expression dynamics was the
important subject of our experiment, time
precision was crucial.

The experimental session began with practice
trials, not included in the data set. Both
practice and experimental trials were presented
in a different random order for each
participant, and without feedback. In summary,
each participant performed 360 experimental
trials: 3 Expressed EI  6 Emotions (anger,
disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and surprise)
 5 Test EI  4 Repetitions. For each emotion
displayed, we defined a facial expression using
Ekman’s descriptions [16]. There were 30
trials blocks separated by automatic pauses.

3.2 Dependent variables
Points of subjective equality (PSEs) were
computed by fitting sigmoid curves to the
responses of each participant at the various
Test EI. We used a cumulative logistic function
in order to infer the memorized EI. The Test EI
was either the same as the Expressed EI, or that
15% or 30% lesser or greater. PSE values
corresponded to the memory bias reflecting the
accuracy of the responses (see Figure 2): a
value of PSE equal to 0% indicates that the
subject’s performance is accurate. A memory
bias equal to 10% indicates that the memorized
EI is shifted in the direction of the 100% EI,
about 10% from the actual Expressed EI. Such
a positive “memory bias” reflects a
representational momentum effect.
Just noticeable difference (JND) values were
computed, in order to evaluate the precision of
the remembered EI (see Figure 3). JND is the
minimum amount by which a stimulus (EI)
must be changed to produce a noticeable
perceptual difference. It is the difference
between two stimuli (expressed vs.
remembered EI) that is detected as often as it is
undetected.

and Test EI (5) treated as within-subject
factors. Then, we computed PSEs and JNDs
for each Emotion and Test EI as illustrated in
Figure 2 for Anger. The ANOVAs showed that
the effect of Test EI on response varied
significantly with Expressed EI for each
Emotion but Hapiness (F(8,128)=1.28, p=.26)
and Sadness (F(8,128)=1.86, p=.07).

Figure 4. Mean emotional momentum (PSE) for
each Expressed EI as a function of Emotion. Error
bars represent  1 JND. Stars indicate when
PSE>JND.

Figure 4 illustrates the general trend of forward
memory displacements for 50% EI and
increasing backwards memory shifts with
greater Expressed EI. However, one might
consider that proper emotional momentum
takes place when greater than response
precision (PSE>JND). Then, results indicate
that emotional momentum is observed mainly
for 90% EI and especially for Anger, Disgust,
Fear and Surprise (see Figure 4).

4. Discussion

Figure 3. Example of PSE and JND computation.

In other words, the greater the JND values, the
shallower the sigmoid slope (see Figure 3), and
the less precise the remembered EI. PSE and
JND
provide
two
independent
and
complementary measures of performance.
3.3 Results
As a first step, we performed separate
ANOVAs on mean proportion of « after »
responses (Test EI is greater than memorized
EI) for each Emotion (6) with Expressed EI (3)

Our result show comparable effects of
expressed intensity on every emotions
category. These results are consistent with
Thornton study [12]: with higher intensities,
subjects anticipate a return to a neutral
expression. We can assume that physical limits
to facial deformations might explain that
subject perceive the high intensity stimulus as
the maximum deformation and anticipate a
return to the neutral expression.
We observed significant perceptual differences
between emotions. For example, this effect is
greater with Anger expression than Joy
expression. We can postulate that this is most
likely related to the facial expression we used:
in Joy expression, the mouth width provides a

perceptual cue for intensity that is not available
in Anger expression. Thus, in our next study
we will use several expressions for each
emotion, and each expression will be
quantified in terms of facial deformation [17].
Moreover, if we postulate that subjects focus
on facial features, it might imply that we did
not only measure emotional momentum, but a
standard representational momentum of facial
movements. To test this hypothesis, we intend
to conduct a similar experiment but displaying
the face upside down (as literature suggests
faces are less recognized when displayed
reversed [18]) and using gaze tracking
technologies to identify which facial features
are observed and to what extent.

5. Conclusion
In this paper we presented a study on
perception of emotional momentum in facial
expression of virtual characters. Our results
tend to validate previous results [12]. Human
perception seems to anticipate a return to a
more neutral expression after an intense
expression. However, we observe inter
emotions differences. For example, Joy
expression seems to be less misremembered
than Anger expression. Our future work will
focus on differentiating which effect is related
to emotional perception, and which one is
related to a visual representational momentum
of facial features.
The results presented in this paper help to
design facial expressions dynamics of
emotions, especially for camera cutting effects
on multiple social agents’ interactions.
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